
Test 1 MTH 335-201 Spring 2005 Total Pts: 110 2/23/2005

Name: Total Received:

Show all work for full credit. Do not write your answers in question paper. Circle
all your answers.

1. For the autonomous first-order differential equation dy
dx

= y2 − 3y,
(a) find the critical points and phase portrait,
(b) classify each critical point as asymptotically stable, unstable, or semi-stable,
(c) by hand, sketch typical solution curves in the region in the xy-plane determined

by the graphs of the equilibrium solutions. ( 9 Pts)

2. (Any Six) You can do all if you want. (6× 8 = 48 Pts)
Solve the given first-order differential equation( using one of the methods of sepa-
ration of variables, linear equations, exact equations, solutions by substitution for
homogeneous equations and Bernoulli equations).

(a) x2 dy
dx

= y − xy, y(−1) = −1, (b) cos x dy
dx

+ (sin x)y = 1,

(c) (x + 1) dy
dx

+ y = e2x, y(0) = 1, (d) (x2 − y2)dx + (x2 − 2xy)dy = 0,

(e) xy2dy + (x3 − y3)dx = 0, y(1) = 3, (f) x dy
dx

+ y = 1
y2 ,

(g) (3x2y + ey)dx + (x3 + xey − 2y)dy = 0, y(1) = 0.

3. (Any Two) You can do all if you want. (2× 8 = 16 Pts)

(a) Initially 100 milligrams of a radioactive substance was present. After 6 hours
the mass had decreased by 3%. If the rate of decay is proportional to the amount
of the substance present at time t, find the amount remaining after 24 hours.
(Hint: 97% remains after 6 hours.)

(b) A small metal bar, whose initial temperature was 20◦C, is dropped into a large
container of boiling water (100◦C). How long will it take the bar to reach 90◦C if it
is known that its temperature after 5 seconds is 30◦C ?

(c) A large tank is filled to capacity with 500 gallons of pure water. Brine contain-
ing 2 pounds of salt per gallon is pumped into the tank at the rate of 5 gal/min.
The well-mixed solution is pumped out at the same rate. Find the number A(t) of
pounds of salt in the tank at time t.



4. The number N(t) of supermarkets throughout the country that are using comput-
erized check out system is described by the initial-value problem

dN

dt
= 0.0005N(2000−N), N(0) = 1.

How many companies are expected to adopt new technology when t = 10? (10 Pts)

5. Verify that the functions e
x
2 , and xe

x
2 are solutions of the DE 4y′′ − 4y′ + y = 0

on (−∞,∞). Also, verify that they are linearly independent. Form the general
solution. (7 Pts)

6. Find the general solution of the given higher-order homogeneous differential equa-
tion. (2× 6 = 12 Pts)

(a) y′′′ + 3y′′ − 4y′ − 12y = 0, (b) y′′ + 2y′ + y = 0.

7. Solve the initial-value problem y′′+2y′+2y = 0, y(0) = 1, y′(0) = 0. (8 Pts)

Extra Problem: Find the general solution of the nonhomogeneous differential equation
y′′ − 6y′ + 9y = 2x + 3 + 6e2x by undetermined coefficients. (8 Pts)

Note: With Extra Credit, the TOTAL Point cannot exceed 110. For example, if you get
105 Points, then the maximum points you can get from extra credit is 5 (if the solution is
correct).

Good Luck!



Test 2 MTH 335-201 Spring 2005 Total Pts: 110 4/13/2005

Name: Total Received:

Show all work for full credit. Do not write your answers in question paper. Circle
all your answers.

1. Solve the given differential equation by undetermined coefficients.
(a) y′′ − 2y′ + 5y = ex cos 2x, (b) y′′ + 6y′ + 8y = 3e−2x + 2x. (8× 2 = 16 Pts)

2. Solve the DE y′′ + y = sec2 x by variation of parameters. (8 Pts)

3. Solve the Cauchy-Euler equation x2y′′ − 2xy′ + 2y = x4ex. (8 Pts)

4. Solve the given system of differential equation by systematic elimination. (12 Pts)

Dx + (D + 2)y = 0

(D − 3)x− 2y = 0

5. Solve the following problems. (8× 2 = 16 Pts)
(a) A mass weighing 16 pounds is attached to a 5-foot-long spring. At equilibrium
the spring measures 8.2 feet. If the mass is initially released from rest at a point
2 feet above the equilibrium position, find the displacements x(t) if it is further
known that the surrounding medium offers a resistance numerically equal to the
instantaneous velocity.
(b) A mass weighing 16 pounds stretches a spring 8

3
feet. The mass is initially

released from rest from a point 2 feet below the equilibrium position, and the sub-
sequent motion takes place in a medium that offers a damping force numerically
equal to 1

2
the instantaneous velocity. Find the equation of motion if the mass is

driven by an external force equal to f(t) = 10 cos 3t.

6. Find the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the boundary-value problem
y′′ + λy = 0, y(0) = 0, y(π) = 0. (8 Pts)

7. Find two power series solutions about the ordinary point x = 0 for the differential
equation y′′ − 2xy′ + y = 0. (11 Pts)

8. Use the method of Frobenius to obtain two linearly independent series solutions
about the regular singular point x = 0 for the DE 3xy′′ + y′ − y = 0. Form the
general solution on (0,∞). (11 Pts)

9. Solve the following problems. (6 + 6 + 8 = 20 Pts)
(a) Use Theorem 7.1 to find L{f(t)} for (i) f(t) = t2+6t−3, (ii) f(t) = t2+5−e−9t.
(b) Find the Inverse Laplace Transform L−1{F (s)}.
(i) L−1{ 5s+4

s2+49
}, (ii) L−1{ 1

s2+3s
}.

(c) Use the Laplace transform to solve the initial-value problem
y′′ − 4y′ = 5e3t, y(0) = 1, y′(0) = −1.

Good Luck!



Final Exam MTH 335 Spring 2005 Total Pts:130 5/2/2005

Name: Total Received:

Show all work for full credit. Do not write your answers in question paper. Circle
all your answers.

1. Find the general solution of the differential equation x dy
dx
− y = x2 sin x. Give the

largest interval I over which the general solution is defined. (17 Pts)

2. When a cake is removed from an oven, its temperature is measured at 300◦F . Three
minutes later its temperature is 200◦F . How long will it take for the cake to cool
off to a room temperature of 100◦F ? (17 Pts)

3. Solve y′′ + 9y = 1
4
csc 3x by variation of parameters. (17 Pts)

4. A mass of 1 slug, when attached to a spring, stretches it 2 feet and then comes
to rest in the equilibrium position. Starting at t = 0, an external force equal to
f(t) = 8 sin 4t is applied to the system. Find the equation of motion if the surround-
ing medium offers a damping force numerically equal to 8 times the instantaneous
velocity. (Hint: Initial conditions: x(0) = 0, x′(0) = 0) (20 Pts)

5. Use the Laplace transform to solve the initial-value problem
y′′ − 6y′ + 9y = t2e3t, y(0) = 2, y′(0) = 17. (20 Pts)
(Note: Solving without using the Laplace transform would give you zero point for
this problem.)

6. Use the Laplace transform to solve the integrodifferential equation
f(t) = tet +

∫ t

0
τf(t− τ)dτ . (Hint:

∫ t

0
τf(t− τ)dτ = t ∗ f(f)) (19 Pts)

7. Find the general solution of the system (20 Pts)

dx

dt
= −x + y

dy

dt
= x + 2y + z

dx

dt
= 3y − z

Good Luck!
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